Not All Security Solutions
are Created Equal
Many organizations wanting to protect themselves against
the risk of data breach are overwhelmed by vendor claims
and alleged “silver bullets.” That’s why Fortinet is committed
to participation in real-world, independent 3rd party testing
so customers can see how we compare to alternative
solutions out there. The value of FortiGuard Labs’ depth
and breadth of research, intelligence and analytics becomes
apparent in these test results.

Fortinet Threat Intelligence and
Security Solutions Receive Top
Industry Ratings…
Fortinet’s network security platform is tested and validated by
the world’s leading experts and customers globally. On the
clock 24/7, around the world, FortiGuard Labs threat research
and response experts help organizations thwart sophisticated
threats that may go undetected by other solutions.
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“Detection was once again very strong in the
response sets, dropping away a little into
the proactive sets but remaining respectable.
The core certification sets were handled well,
and Fortinet earns another VB100 award.”
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Unparalleled Third Party Certification
Fortinet believes that independent, third-party tests are a
critical measure of the quality of a product. This is why we
consistently submit our products and technologies to the
largest number of third party independent tests
for evaluation.
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Leading Industry Collaboration
Fortinet co-founded the Cyber Threat Alliance to
foster collaboration across the industry with the
aim to improve overall protection levels for every
organization. FortiGuard Labs works with the
Cyber Threat Alliance, other industry leaders, and
government agencies to deliver state of the art
research and protection.

We Take Care of Security, So You Can Take Care of Business
Fortinet security solutions, powered with our latest
ASICs, deliver the industry’s best performance and scale,
while securing and simplifying your IT infrastructure with
the threat intelligence of FortiGuard Labs.
Fortinet is uniquely able to detect and stop threats both
inside the perimeter and outside- without compromising
the performance of your network.
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“With a network like ours and the demands that
are placed on it, there is no room for secondbest security. Fortinet delivers high-performance
enterprise firewalling that enables us legitimate
traffic in so the business can keep running.”
—
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